Virsec for
Retail
According to the Verizon 2021 Data Breach Investigations Report, the retail industry continues to be a target for financially
motivated cybercriminals. Lucrative ransomware attacks have made all retailers, large and small, possible targets. Protecting
against cross-site scripting concerns, API protection to maintain the integrity of transactions, and file integrity monitoring are all
important for eCommerce.
In addition to protecting against online attacks, today retailers need to also protect their physical locations and threats to their
on-prem local servers as well.
Virsec’s breakthrough technology determines exactly what your software is intended to do and immediately stops it from doing
what it should not – preventing malware and breaches before they happen.
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Eliminate disruptive
malware and
remediation processes
that threaten your
bottom line.

Protect exposed
legacy systems and
securely deliver new
online services.

Eradicate third-party
and supply chain risk
with a compensating
control you can trust.
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with evolving retail
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Virsec Deterministic
Protection Platform (DPP)
Deterministic protection that
safeguards retail organizations

Virsec Deterministic Protection Platform
instantly detects and stops attacks that
can corrupt applications before they
compromise data or retail services. Full
protection with no learning, updates,
signatures, tuning, noise, or performance
impact.

About Virsec

Virsec is on a mission to make security response obsolete. Taking a First Principles approach to protection, the Deterministic Protection Platform
(DPP) by Virsec automatically and consistently maps exactly what your software is supposed to do and stops, in milliseconds, any deviations preventing attackers from leveraging vulnerabilities to execute control and run malicious code. DPP is a proven technology that enables leading
government and commercial organizations around the world to protect their server workloads, at runtime, against ransomware and other known
and unknown threats, reduce operating costs and meet key compliance requirements. Virsec is headquartered in San Jose, California, with offices
all over the world. For more information, please visit https://www.virsec.com
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